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Census Estimates Reveal Trends on Connecticut’s Uninsured—and 
Challenges for Hospitals 
 
According to census estimates released Tuesday, September 28, the proportion of 
Connecticut residents without health insurance held steady at 8.8 percent in 2009, while 
the rate of children without coverage dropped from 4.6 to 3.8 percent.  The estimates 
come from the US Census Bureau’s American Community Survey, which is completed by 
a sample of the population. 

The trend in Connecticut points to troubling times ahead for children and families on the 
lower end of the economic scale, and for the hospitals providing coverage for Medicaid 
recipients. Under the federal stimulus package, the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act of 2009, states were required to maintain existing eligibility levels for Medicaid to 
receive an enhanced federal payment. This incentive is expected to expire on June 30, 
2011. Thus, Connecticut, already experiencing a severe budget deficit, may seek to cut 
services, potentially resulting in less coverage for children and families, and a greater 
financial burden for hospitals. 

According to Stephen Frayne, CHA’s Senior Vice President for Health Policy, “The good 
news is Medicaid was there to help those Connecticut residents who lost their jobs 
maintain some access to healthcare. The bad news is that Medicaid is notorious for not 
paying enough to cover the cost of the services it consumes.  As a consequence of 
shrinking employer-sponsored insurance and growing Medicaid coverage, the fragile 
balance that providers have maintained shifting government underfunding to the privately 
insured is being pushed past the breaking point.”  
 
 
Healthcare Reform—Round One:  Meaningful Use Discussed at CHA 
 
Hospital teams from across the state met at CHA on Thursday, September 23, to participate in a learning session co-sponsored 
by CHA and the Connecticut Association of Healthcare Executives on Meaningful Use—how to use electronic health records 
(EHR) in a meaningful way, which is a key element of healthcare reform.   
 

Participants heard first from William Kassler MD, MPH, Chief Medical Officer of the New 
England region for the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) (pictured), who gave an 
overview of the CMS perspective, along with the timeline for applying for incentives.  “I’m a 
practicing internist,” he told the assembled teams, “I’m not particularly technologically oriented, 
but I am extremely interested in health outcomes and improving the efficiency of care.”  He 
noted that he was “excited but sobered” about the prospect of moving to electronic health 
records more globally, and that it was the “emerging consensus of healthcare professionals that 
it was necessary to move forward.”  Moving forward with EHR is also law, as part of the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act, and the Medicare and Medicaid incentives program to help 

hospitals and providers move ahead with EHR were also established by law as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act of 2009. 
 
CMS is offering incentives to hospitals and eligible providers that demonstrate they are implementing EHR technology in “year 
one.”  Dr. Kassler defined the eligibility criteria for the incentive programs established by Medicare and Medicaid for hospitals that 
meet the Meaningful Use requirements.  He also stressed that the incentive program is voluntary, and Medicare payment 
adjustments begin in 2015 for hospitals and eligible providers that are not meaningful users of EHR technology at that point. 
 
For more information on incentives for EHR and support, Dr. Kessler directed participants to the CMS website for information and 
tip sheets. 
 

http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/DatasetMainPageServlet?_program=ACS&_submenuId=&_lang=en&_ds_name=ACS_2009_1YR_G00_&ts=�
http://www.cms.gov/EHRIncentivePrograms�


In addition to the CMS overview, teams heard from Steven Posnack MSH, MS, CISSP, Director of the Federal Policy Division, 
Office of Policy and Planning, Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC).  Mr. Posnack helped explain how all the 
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) programs and regulations are related to meaningful 
use and pointed to FAQs available here, that are updated on a rolling basis.   
 
Jennifer Cox, JD, partner in the law firm Cox & Osowiecki, spoke on the interplay between HITECH incentives and HIPAA privacy 
and security rules, explaining why there are parallel tracks for HITECH incentives and HIPAA, and how they overlap.  Her advice:   
“Realistically, meaningful use cannot be achieved without HIPAA security being in place,” and that enrolling in EHR incentives 
does not change hospitals’ HIPAA obligations. 
 

   
 
Other speakers included Don May, Vice President of Public Policy, American Hospital Association, who gave the AHA 
perspective; (above, left); George Brenckle MD, Senior Vice President and CIO of UMass Memorial Healthcare (middle); and 
Nancy J. Gagliano, MD, CMO, Minute Clinic, CVS Caremark (right). 
 
For more information on Meaningful Use, please contact John Brady, CHA’s Chief Financial Officer and Vice President for 
Business Planning, at brady@chime.org. 
 
 
The Race to Replace Christopher Dodd in the Senate  
Third in a series of articles looking at election season in Connecticut 
 
When Senator Christopher Dodd announced in January that he was not running for re-election, few pundits could have predicted 
the colorful race that has unfolded in the state over the last few months. 
 

Richard Blumenthal, the Democratic nominee for Dodd’s US Senate seat, was considered the heir apparent.  
Currently, Mr. Blumenthal is finishing his fifth term as the state’s head lawyer.  As Attorney General, Blumenthal’s 
focus has been on consumer protection, environmental stewardship, labor rights, and personal privacy.  Prior to 
his election as Attorney General, Blumenthal served as a State Representative in the General Assembly from 
1985-1987 and served as the State Senator from the 27th District from 1988-1990.  As Attorney General, Mr. 
Blumenthal conducted appellate arguments, winning cases on welfare reform, the assault weapons ban, a hostile 
takeover of a major Connecticut corporation, a hospital closure, and municipal bankruptcy.  Additionally, Mr. 
Blumenthal helped lead the national fight against the tobacco industry’s marketing practices aimed at children, 

which led to a multi-state, multibillion dollar settlement.  
 
While serving as the state’s Attorney General, Mr. Blumenthal advocated for reforms in the health insurance industry seeking 
critical healthcare coverage and lower pharmaceutical drug prices for consumers.  His investigation and legal action involving the 
insurance industry resulted in financial restitution and reform, requiring greater disclosure by insurers and brokers to consumers. 
 
In addition to his service as an elected state official, Mr. Blumenthal served as an aide to former US Senator Daniel P. Moynihan 
when Moynihan was Assistant to the President of the United States, and from 1974 to 1975, served as a law clerk to US Supreme 
Court Justice Harry A. Blackmun.  Mr. Blumenthal graduated from Harvard College and Yale Law School.  He and his wife Cynthia 
have four children and live in Greenwich. 
 

In the Republican corner, Linda McMahon is the nominee. Ms. McMahon stepped down last year as the Chief 
Executive Officer of World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE), a publicly traded company in Stamford in order to 
run for office.  WWE is a global entertainment business with offices in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Orlando, London, Ontario, Shanghai, and Tokyo.  
 
In addition to her business experience, Ms. McMahon has served on and worked with a number of charity and 
community-based boards and programs. Ms. McMahon spearheaded the creation of Get R.E.A.L. educational 
and literacy programs, including the WWE’s nationwide Reading Challenge in partnership with the Young Adult 
Library Services Association (YALSA), the youth division of the American Library Association. 

 

http://healthit.hhs.gov/portal/server.pt/community/onc_regulations_faqs/3163�


In October 2004, Ms. McMahon was elected to serve on the Board of Trustees of Sacred Heart University of Fairfield. She serves 
on the board’s Executive Committee and chairs its Institutional Advancement Committee. She is also a member of the Board of 
Directors of the Close Up Foundation, a nonprofit that exists to educate and inspire young people to participate in the democratic 
process and in 2009, Ms. McMahon was appointed by Governor M. Jodi Rell to serve on the Connecticut Board of Education. 
 
Ms. McMahon was born and raised in New Bern, North Carolina.  She graduated from East Carolina University in Greenville, N.C., 
with a bachelor of science in French.  Ms. McMahon and her husband Vince live in Greenwich and they have two adult children 
and five grandchildren. 
 
 
Quinnipiac Poll Shows Races Tightening  
 
A new Quinnipiac University poll released Tuesday shows that the gubernatorial and the senate races are becoming extremely 
close—in statistical dead heats, five weeks away from the November 2 election.   

• Democratic candidate Dan Malloy is favored over Republican Tom Foley, 45 percent to 42 percent 
• Democratic candidate for Senate Richard Blumenthal leads Republican Linda McMahon 49 percent to 46 percent. 

 
 
Survey on Physician Recruiting Incentives Available Now 
 
Each year, Merritt Hawkins, one of the leading physician search and consulting firm in the United States, compiles data and trends 
on physician recruitment nationally, in order to quantify financial and other incentives offered by their clients to physician 
candidates during the course of recruitment. The 2010 Review of Physician Recruiting Incentives has recently been published and 
is available now. 
 
Now in its 18th year, Merritt Hawkins’ Review provides benchmark data that are referenced throughout the healthcare industry.  
The Review tracks three key physician recruiting trends: which types of physicians are in the greatest demand, and which are the 
most challenging to recruit; what types of communities are recruiting, based on population size and the types of practice settings; 
and what types of financial and other incentives are successful.   
 
The Review found that, perhaps not surprisingly, the strongest area of demand remains primary care, which was the focus of 
residencies in the late 1990s, but an area that has diminished in the last few years.  This contraction dovetails with a renewed 
focus that hospitals and medical groups are putting on primary care.  Also in high demand are psychiatrists. The Review confirms 
another recruiting pattern:  an increasing number of hospitals are recruiting physicians, who are eager to seek the security of an 
employed position. The Review notes that healthcare reform, which plans to add millions of insured patients to the picture, will 
also increase the demand for physician services. 
 
In terms of financial and other incentives, the Review indicates that most income packages offered to physicians today are 
structured as salaries or salaries with production bonuses; while income guarantees, typically offered in independent practice 
settings, have trended downward in recent years. 
 
To receive a free copy of this report, contact Jeremy Robinson, Senior New England Marketing Consultant, at (800) 306-1330 or 
Jeremy.Robinson@MerrittHawkins.com 
 
 
Upcoming CHA Education Programs 
 
Root Cause Analysis—Identifying and Fixing Problems on Wednesday, October 13, 8:30-3:30 
Hospitals and healthcare facilities spend considerable time improving processes and investigating adverse events and near-miss 
incidents.  And yet, repeat events still happen.  Why? Because often process changes are not directed at the root cause of the 
event, and the difficult-to-detect process failures that result in people making mistakes.  Root Cause Analysis (RCA) is a proven 
tool for building a culture of safety to replace a culture of blame. Participants will actually work through the process and be able to 
use the skills for “real life” application. This program is designed to help participants gain critical skills for uncovering and fixing the 
underlying causes of adverse patient events.  Click here to view the brochure; click here to register. 
 
For more information, contact Christine Prestiano at (203) 294-7257 or prestiano@chime.org. 
  
Connecticut Hospital Association is an Approved Provider of Continuing Nursing Education by the Connecticut Nurses’ 
Association, an Accredited Approver by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation (6 contact 
hours).  This activity was approved by the National Association for Healthcare Quality for 6 CPHQ CE credits. 
 
Nurse Leadership Forum on Thursday, October 14, 9:00-3:30  
We are pleased and excited to announce that we have confirmed Steve L. Robbins, PhD, as the keynote speaker at the 2010 
Nurse Leadership Forum.  Dr. Robbins will present “Unintentional Intolerance: Creating Inclusion in a Healthcare Setting.”  In 

http://www.quinnipiac.edu/x1296.xml?ReleaseID=1507�
mailto:Jeremy.Robinson@MerrittHawkins.com�
http://www.cthosp.org/documents/education/2010-RCA_Brochure.pdf�
http://www.cthosp.org/education_events/occal/register2.asp?eventid=812�
mailto:prestiano@chime.org�


 

addition to delivering the keynote address, Dr. Robbins, who was a featured speaker at the 2010 AONE Annual Meeting and 
Exposition, will also present a plenary session on developing a culture to overcome uncertainty, ambiguity, and stress, as part of 
the afternoon program. The forum will also provide concurrent sessions with speakers presenting on evidence-based practice, the 
engagement of nurses in quality improvement, meaningful use/HIT, and the opportunities and implications for nursing of 
healthcare reform, including pay-for-performance models.  
 
Registration and breakfast are 8:30–9:00 a.m.; the program is 9:00–3:30 p.m.  More information will be available soon.  Click here 
to view the brochure; click here to register. For more information, please contact Christine Prestiano at (203) 294-7257 or 
prestiano@chime.org. 
 
Connecticut Hospital Association is an Approved Provider of Continuing Nursing Education by the Connecticut Nurses’ 
Association, an Accredited Approver by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation (5 contact 
hours).   
 
OPPS Proposed Rule for 2011 on Friday, October 15, 8:30-noon 
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) released the 2011 Outpatient Prospective Payment System (OPPS) 
Proposed Rule on July 2, 2010. Among the Rule highlights are refinements to physician supervision requirements, the status of 
APC payment rates, drug reimbursement, and changes mandated by the recently enacted Patient Protection and Affordable Care 
Act of 2010. The 2011 Rule requires hospitals to continue reporting quality data for the eleven HOP QDRP measures–with 
additional changes for 2012 and beyond. This program will provide a comprehensive overview to help reimbursement, revenue 
cycle, billing, regulatory, and HIM professionals get ready for OPPS implementation. Click here to view the brochure; click here to 
register.  For more information, please contact Christine Prestiano at (203) 294-7257 or prestiano@chime.org. 
 
Coaching Skills to Improve Performance on Tuesday, October 26, 9:00-3:00 
The ability to have effective coaching conversations with colleagues and staff is a critical skill for leaders—and becoming a 
manager doesn’t automatically guarantee that skill. The best coaches develop a culture of excellence, self-development, and 
accountability.  How?  Building trust, appreciating differences, encouraging growth, providing constructive criticism, and 
overcoming roadblock to goal achievement are all part of the process.  This program will help managers build engaged, results-
oriented teams.  Click here to view the brochure; click here to register.  For more information, please contact Christine Prestiano 
at (203) 294-7257 or prestiano@chime.org 
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